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Kinetics of Crystal Growth in a Terrestrial Magma Ocean 
VIATCHESLAV S. SOLOMATOV AND DAVID J. STEVENSON 
Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, California Institute of Technolo#y, Pasadena 
The problem of crystal sizes is one of the central problems of differentiation of a terrestrial 
magma ocean and it has been an arbitrary parameter in previous models. The crystal sizes are 
controlled by kinetics of nucleation and crystal growth in a convective magma ocean. In contrast 
with crystallization in magma chambers, volcanic lavas, dikes, and other relatively well studied 
systems, nucleation and crystallization of solid phases occur due to the adiabatic compression 
in downward moving magma (adiabatic "cooling"). This problem is solved analytically for an 
arbitrary crystal growth law, using the following assumptions: convection is not influenced by the 
kinetics, interface kinetics is the rate controlling mechanism of crystal growth, and the adiabatic 
cooling is sufficiently slow for the asymptotic solution to be valid. The problems of nucleation 
and crystal growth at constant heat flux from the system and at constant temperature drop rate 
are shown to be described with similar equations. This allows comparison with numerical and 
experimental data available for these cases. A good agreement was found. When, during the cool- 
ing, the temperature drops below the temperature of the expected solid phase appearance, the 
subsequent evolution consists of three basic periods: cooling without any nucleation and crystal- 
lization, a short time interval of nucleation and initial crystallization (relaxation to equilibrium), 
and slow crystallization due to crystal growth controlled by quasi-equilibrium cooling. In contrast 
to previously discussed problems, nucleation is not as important as the crystal growth rate func- 
tion and the rate of cooling. The physics of this unusual behavior is that both the characteristic 
nucleation rate and the time interval during which the nucleation takes place are now controlled 
by a competition between the cooling and crystallization rates. A probable size range for the 
magma ocean is found to be 10 -2 - 1 cm, which is close to the upper bound for the critical crystal 
size dividing fractional and nonfractional crystallization discussed elsewhere in this issue. Both 
the volatile content and pressure are important and can influence the estimate by 1-2 orders of 
magnitude. Different kinds of Ostwald ripening take place in the final stage of the crystal growth. 
If the surface nucleation is the rate-controlling mechanism of crystal growth at small supercooling, 
then the Ostwald ripening is negligibly slow. In the case of other mechanisms of crystal gro•vth, 
the crystal radius can reach the critical value required to start the fractional crystallization. It 
can happen in the latest stages of the evolution when the crystals do not dissolve completely and 
the time for the ripenlug is large. 
INTRODUCTION 
[Sooatov this 
it has been found that the differentiation of a terrestrial 
magma ocean strongly depends on the crystal sizes. The 
crystal sizes cannot be estimated just from the observed 
surface rocks: it is well-known that the crystal sizes can 
vary from microscopic sizes of the order of several molecular 
thicknesses (10 -? - 10 -6 cm) to the largest observed sizes 
(1- 10 cm), depending on the cooling history. In this paper 
we make a first step in this problem to determine the crystal 
sizes in the convective magma ocean. 
General Description of the Problem 
A simplified picture of the magma ocean [Solomatov and 
Stevenson, this issue (a), (b)] and the processes of nucle- 
ation and crystal growth follow. The total depth of the 
magma ocean can be 1000- 3000 km. The heat flux of 
106 - 109 ergscm -2 s -• is mostly due to the cooling of the 
magma ocean and is controlled by the atmosphere cover- 
ing the magma ocean. The convection is very strong and 
turbulent. The convective velocities are about 102 cms -x. 
The presence of crystals has two possible consequences: frac- 
tional crystallization when the magma ocean cannot suspend 
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crystals even at small crystal fractions, and nonfractional 
crystallization when the convection is strong enough to pre- 
vent any differentiation. The switch between these two cases 
is probably determined by the energetics of convection and 
is sharply defined compared with uncertainties in other pa- 
rameters such as the boundary conditions determining the 
heat flux or crystal sizes determining the settling velocity 
and dissipational heating. In the case of nonfractional crys- 
tallization, differentiation eventually occurs in a solid matrix 
with percolating melt. The crystal size determines the de- 
gree of differentiation in this regime because it influences the 
competition between the percolation rate and the rate of so- 
lidification. The crystal size is also an important factor for 
the problems of nonequilibrium thermodynamics and rhe- 
ology. For investigation of nonfractional crystallization, it 
is sufficient to assume here that differentiation is negligible 
and the magma ocean is chemically uniform. 
The temperature of the magma ocean approximately fol- 
lows a two-phase adiabat of the multicomponent system con- 
sidered. In the simplest general case, when this adiabat 
passes through all the depths, it passes through a completely 
molten uppermost, layer, then through a layer containing 
only the first solid phase, then a layer where the second solid 
phase enters the melt, and so on. Eventually, the adiabat 
reaches a completely solid region, though this region may be 
absent in the beginning of the evolution. The depth inter- 
val through which the adiabat follows from the liquidus to 
solidus is comparable with the magma ocean thickness, and 
thus each layer occupies a significant portion of the magma 
ocean. 
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Nucleation and crystal growth are controlled not by the 
entire magma ocean cooling rate (as it would be, for exam- 
ple, in a conductive layer), but by the circulation rate of the 
fluid between layers where the crystals appear and disap- 
pear. Consequently , the nucleation and crystallization are 
cyclic processes which take place in quasi-steady conditions. 
The final crystal size is influenced by Ostwald ripening, 
which takes place when the crystals circulate in regions of 
their stability When the crystals have no possibility to dis- 
solve completely, it can be a dominant process. This case 
is possible during the latest stages of the evolution, when 
the completely molten layer is absent and the temperature 
is below the liquidus (or subsequent phase boundaries) ev- 
erywhere. 
Qualitative Analysis of Nucleation and Crystal Growth 
Figure 1 shows a cartoon of the magma ocean with an 
exaggerated scale. Figure 2 shows schematically the tem- 
perature variation in a fluid parcel moving down across the 
nucleation boundary. Before the intersection, the tempera- 
ture is higher than the temperature for the appearance of 
the expected solid phase. After the intersection, the su- 
percooling in the moving parcel begins to grow. It will be 
shown later that the crystallization occurs in a way similar 
to ihe crystallization at constant pressure when the temper- 
ature drop rate is constant and when the heat loss rate is 
constant. However, in the problem considered, the super- 
cooling increases due to the difference in slopes between the 
adiabatic temperature of the moving melt and the slope of 
the boundary of the solid phase appearance. 
Eventually, the supercooling reaches a sufficiently high 
value, and nucleation and crystallization begin. This process 
is avalanchelike, and the system quickly reaches almost com- 
plete equilibrium. After this, the nucleation mostly ceases, 
and further motion (or cooling in the constant pressure ana- 
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Fig. 1. A schematic cartoon of nucleation and crystallization in 
a convective magma ocean. The first solid phase nucleates and 
crystallizes at a depth level where the temperature of a down- 
ward moving melt drops below the liquidus (where the adiabat 
intersects the liquidus). The second and subsequent solid phases 
nucleate and crystallize when the temperature of the moving fluid 
(following the adiabats) becomes smaller than the corresponding 
temperature for the appearance of these solid phases. The car- 
toon is shown for the case when the liquidus and subsequent phase 
boundaries are steeper than the adiabats [Soloraatov and Steven- 
son, this issue (b)]. 
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Fig. 2. Temperature changes and nucleation and crystallization 
in a fluid parcel passing the liquidus (heavy solid line). The real 
temperature of the fluid parcel (solid line) is a pure melt adia- 
bat before and just after the liquidus (in the metastable region). 
The temperature asymptotically approaches the equilibrium adi- 
abat in the two-phase region (dashed line) after a short period of 
nucleation. The arrow shows the direction of motion. 
log) causes an increase in the crystal fraction due to the 
crystal growth alone. 
In the case of very high cooling rates, the cooling without 
nucleation can reach even the solidus temperature. This 
case is very different from the one considered' the subse- 
quent order of solid phases can be changed, glass can be 
produced, and the mathematical analysis is different. As 
will be clear from the quantitative considerations, this is an 
impossible case for the magma ocean because of slow cooling 
rates (10 -4 -- 10 -3 K s -•) and small maximum supercooling 
(10- 30 K), and it is not considered here. 
Composition and Multi-Component Thermodynamics oj' 
Partial Melts 
Because the magma ocean is considered as a molten un- 
depleted mantle, the composition of magma corresponds to 
the bulk composition of the mantle (after core formation). A 
simple model for this system is developed by $olomatov and 
Stevenson [this issue (b)] which allows calculation of all equi- 
librium thermodynamical parameters in the entire melting 
range. The model consists of three components which form 
a eutecticlike system or a system where two components 
produce a solid solution. Both models are ideal but give a 
reasonable agreement with experimental data and can work 
as a basis for the consideration of the nucleation and crystal 
growth. The first liquidus phase is olivine (P < 15 GPa), 
garnet considered as a solid solution (15 < P < 25 GPa), 
perovskite (P > 25 GPa), and possibly magnesiowfistite 
(considered as a solid solution between MgO and FeO) which 
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can substitute for perovskite at higher pressures. The crys- 
tal sizes of the first liquidus phases are mostly important 
because the competition between convection and settling is 
crucial at small crystal fractions [Solomatov and Stevenson, 
this issue (a), (b)l However, the model is developed also for 
the nucleation and crystallization of the second and subse- 
quent phases. In this case, we assume that before the for- 
mation of a new phase, the subsystem consisting of the melt 
and the existing solid phases is close to its equilibrium. This 
subsystem is described in •erms of the multiphase equilib- 
rium thermodynamics [Solomatov and Stevenson, this issue 
(b)], and the problem of the second phase formation (in a 
nonstep melting case) is mathematically similar to the first 
liquidus phase formation (see details below). 
Difference From Magma Chambers 
A small-scale analog to magma oceans is magma cham- 
bers, fluid dynamics and crystallization, which are relatively 
studied [see, e.g., Sparks et al., 1984; Huppert and Sparks, 
•o•, ,•,,,•,,, • ,,., •o,, ,nu,•,,, 1987, l•øøa,b, l•ø•a,b 
Martin, 1990; Worster et al., 1990]. However, deep magma 
oceans are different in many ways. As a most pronounced ex- 
ample is that nonkactional style of crystallization assumed 
in this paper and studied by Solomatov and Stevenson, this 
issue (a), (b)] is impossible at depths less tn•n - 300 
km and thus is irrelevant to magma chambers (< 1- 10 
km). The nucleation and crystallization are due to adia- 
batic compression in downward convective flows or, in some 
pressure ranges, due to adiabatic decompression in upward 
flows. This kind of internM nucleation and crystallization 
nfight be relevant to magma chambers, but the presence of 
a solid lid, floor and walls is believed to be a more impor- 
tant factor. Crystallization in the surface thermal boundary 
layers in the magma ocean is followed by melting due to equi- 
librating with the potential temperature upon e•t kom the 
boundary layers and has no direct influence on the crystal 
growth. Solid boundaries and walls are absent and cannot 
be the places for nucleation and crystal growth. Even the 
floor in the common sense is absent; the crystal kaction in- 
creases continuously with depth. The composition of the 
chondritelike or peridotitelike magma ocean is also different 
kom a basMtic composition of the magma chambers. 
Nucleation and Crystal Growth 
We follow a common physics of nucleation and crystal 
growth which is discussed in many works [e.g., Dunning, 
1969; Li/shits and Pitaevskii, 1981; Dowty, 1980; Kirk- 
patrick, 1981; Randolph and Larson, 1988]. We consider 
a problem where cooling starts well above the liquidus or 
above the temperature for the appearance of the solid phase 
considered. Although this could imply the homogeneous nu- 
cleation, usually a heterogeneous nucleation dominates due 
to various imperfections. Moreover, when the second and 
subsequent solid phases are considered, the nucleation is 
likely to be heterogeneous, because the preexisting crystals 
of other solid phases can be sites of preferable nucleation 
[Lo•gren, 1983, 1989; Hort and Spohn, 1991a]. We describe 
the heterogeneous nucleation by choosing a reduced value 
for the surface tension [Dowty, 1980; Lofgren, 1983]. 
One of the specific features of silicate systems is that the 
mechanisms of crystal growth vary with composition. We 
find an analytical solution for any arbitrary mechanism of 
interface kinetics controlled crystal growth. 
Previous Laboratory and Numerical Experiments 
The problem has two, almost exact, constant pressure 
analogs: the cooling at constant heat loss rate and at con- 
stant temperature drop rate. This fact allows comparison 
with corresponding numerical and experimental data which 
provide the dependence of the crystal sizes on the cooling 
rate. The experimental data were selected on the basis of 
the following requirements. The initial temperature must 
be higher than the temperature for the appearance of the 
solid phase studied (in the magma ocean case it is higher 
by hundreds of kelvins during most of the evolution). In 
the opposite case, the preexisting crystals of the solidifying 
phase influence the crystallization conditions [ Walker et al., 
1978; Lofgren, 1983, 1989; Grove, 1990] (see also discussion 
section). The cooling rate must be constant and not be in- 
fluenced by the thermal diffusion as in the field experiments 
[see, e.g., lkeda, 1977] where the cooling rate is changing 
with time. This makes the problem different from the prob- 
lem considered which does not involve any thermal diffusion 
process. 
A serious problem is that the experimental data for all 
magma ocean liquidus phases are absent. So, the data are 
used to test the theory and then the theory is used to predict 
crystal sizes for the magma ocean liquidus phases. 
The relevant experimental data which are used for com- 
parison with the theory are from LoJ'gren et al. [1974], Grove 
[1978], Walker et al. [1978], and Grove and Walker [1977]. 
The numerical data are from Dowty [1980]. Toramaru [1991] 
also considered this problem numerically, but for the case 
when the compositional diffusion is the rate controlling fac- 
tor. The same problem was recently studied by Hort and 
Spohn [1991b] where, however, the emphasis is on the tran- 
sition between slowly and rapidly cooling regimes but not 
on the dependences of the crystal sizes on the cooling rate. 
Previous Analytical Results 
The previous analytical calculations or scaling analysis 
considered nucleation and crystallization in different condi- 
tions: isothermal crystallization, initially supercooled and 
thermally isolated systems, various problems of crystalliza- 
tion controlled by thermal diffusion, and rapidly quenched 
systems [see, e.g., Avrami, 1939, 1941; Christian, 1965; 
Brandeis and Jaupart, 1986, 1987; Brandeis et al., 1984; 
Buyevich and Mansurov, 1990] However, there is no analyt- 
ical solution or scaling law for the slowly cooling systems, 
We will show that the solution for the problem considered 
is quite different from the other problems and has different 
controlling parameters. 
THE MODEL 
Consider the Lagrangian reference scheme attached to a 
small fluid parcel. Motion of this fluid parcel in the internal 
region of a laminar or turbulent convective magma ocean is 
almost adiabatic. When the fluid parcel moves from lower 
pressure regions to higher pressure regions, the equilibrium 
temperature of the fluid parcel changes in accordance with 
the adiabats calculated by Solomatov and Stevenson [this 
issue (b)]. In passing a phase boundary, the correspondent 
solid phase appears and reaches equilibrium, not instantly, 
but after a period of supercooling during which nucleation 
and crystal growth take place. The slope of the adiabat 
also changes, not instantly, but during this nonequilibrium 
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regime. The assumptions which will be used are the fol- 
lowing: (1) there is complete thermodynamical equilibrium 
for other solid phases if they are present in the system, (2) 
thermal diffusion is the fastest kinetic process, and thus after 
the intersection, the phase boundary there is a local ther- 
mal equilibrium. Now in contrast to the complete equilib- 
rium thermodynamics considered by Solomatov and Steven- 
son [this issue (b)], we have three thermodynamical param- 
eters: temperature T, pressure p, and the crystal fraction 
of the new phase •b (any dependence on kinetically induced 
nonequilibrium compositional changes is ignored). The last 
parameter is now controlled by kinetic equations. 
Before the phase boundary is encounted, the rate of the 
entropy change for the fluid parcel is equal to 0 (ignoring a 
small irreversible entropy production): 
Z= g• • •- + • • Z =0, (•) 
where the superscript "1" means the thermodynamical pa- 
rameters per unit mass before the phase boundary. 
After the phase boundary, 
d-7 = • •,• • + • •,• • + 
(a•) (•) (d,) • •,•- •- =0, (2) 
where the superscript "2" means the thermodynamical 
rameters per unit mass after the phase boundary. 
The thermodynamical parameters after the phase bound- 
ary calculated at •b = const are approximately equal to the 
thermodynamical parameters before the phase boundary: 
• • . (3) 
We Mso suppose that the characteristic convective veloc- 
ity before and after the phase boundary is the same and can 
be taken as a constant and thus 
• • • •o,. (a) 
The equilibrium temperature T•(p, •) is equM to the cur- 
rent liquidus temperature of the melt and depends on the 
chemicM composition of the melt or, in an ideM case, on the 
current crystM kaction: 
Introducing the supercooling 
T':•'(t):T•-T>O (•) 
we write 
dT' 
dt = Op ,]4• (OslOT)p,4• •q- 
p P, 
With sufficient accuracy, the above equation can be rewrit- 
ten as 
at = c?) at + dz V•o.•, (s) 
where dTrn/dz is the phase boundary slope, d•)/dz is the 
equilibrium adiabatic temperature gradient before the ph•e 
boundary, V½o,• is a characteristic convective velocity, •H 
is the enthMpy change on melting, and c? ) is the thetraM 
capacity at constant pressure per unit m•s of the system 
before the ph•e boundary. The ratio 
(aT•Ia,)• c?) 
• <<• (•) 
as/4 • c?) 
w• ignored (Mthough it is not an essentiM assumption), 
because it is usuMly sraM1 [Solomatov and Stevenson, this 
issue (b)], where c? ) is the equilibrium ultiphase thermM 
capacity after the ph•e boundary. 
The function dd/dt is expressed • follows [Randolph and 
Larson, 1988]: 
dd f• aW = a•c(t', •)•(•, t)a• (10) 
where for simplicity, we ignore the difference between the 
volume and mass fraction of the new phase, r is the crystM 
radius, and f(r,t) is the function of crystM size distribu- 
tion. The vMue f(r, t)dr is equM to the number of crystMs 
between r and r + dr per unit volume, so that 
• •(•, t)a• = , (•) 
N is the number of crystMs per unit volume. The linear crys- 
tal growth rate G(T', r) = dr/dr depends on the mechanisms 
of crystM growth. The •netic processes at the crystM sur- 
face dominate when the crystM size is small. The diffusion 
rate decreases with increasing crystal radius, and eventuMly 
at some large crystM radius, the compositionM or thermM 
diffusion becomes the rate-controlling process. For the sili- 
cate systems, interface kinetics is usuMly the slowest process 
even for typicM (fully grown) crystM sizes, and we will sup- 
pose that the interface kinetics is the rate-controlling mech- 
anism of crystM growth [Kirkpatrick, 1975, 1981; Dowry, 
1980]. If so, the function G(T', r) depends only on the su- 
percooling: 
C(t', •) • C(t'). (1•) 
The continuity equation is [Randolph and Larson, 1988] 
0• 0(•) 0• • W + 0  =0W+c =0. (•) 
The boundary condition at r = 0 is 
C(t')•(0, t) = •(t') (la) 
where J(T') is the nucleation rate (number of nuclei per unit 
time per unit volume). The function for the nucleation rate 
is [Dunning, 1969; Kirkpatrick, 1975, 1981; Dowty, 1980; 
Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1981] 
Z(T') = a exp -• , 
where a and A are appro•mately constants. 
The initiM conditions at the time t = 0 when the fluid 
parcel has just past the phase boundary are 
•(•, 0) = 0, t'(0) = 0. (lC) 
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The solution to the above equations is given in the appendix. 
SIMILARITY BETWEEN DIFFERENT KDrETIC PROBLEMS 
The direct experimental data for the problem considered 
are obviously absent. However, there are experimental and 
numerical data for the two problems of crystallization: at 
constant temperature drop rate and at constant heat loss 
rate. We show below that the mathematical formulations 
for these problems axe exactly the same as for the problem 
considered except that the definitions of the constants are 
different. 
The heat bMance equation for both problems is 
,•(•) dT _ AH d• ? •--? - • - Q0, (1•) 
where Qo > 0 is the heat loss rate. 
The current equilibrium temperature Te corresponding to 
the current crystal fr•ction & is determined by the equation 
•T•(•(•)) •T•(•) • 
= . (•s) 
In terms of c? ) and c? ) the derivative dT•(&)/dO is written 
= _ (•) dd c?) (•) 
and (17) becomes as follows: 
dT' atI c? ) dd Q0 aH dd Qo 
•-= (•>c?) (•)•W + • (•)• + , (•0) 
where T' = 7• - T is the superco9ling. 
If the temperature drop rate 7b = -dT/dt > 0 is con- 
stant, then we have 
•T' aH •d aH • 
Cp • C• 
The heat bMance equations for the crystallization in adi- 
abatic cooling (8), at constant heat loss rate (20), and at 
constant temperature drop rate (21) are essentially similar. 
The continuity equation and boundary and initial conditions 
are kept without any changes. 
The averaged radius ro• of crystals (spheres) on crystal- 
lization of the solid phase considered is found from the solu- 
tion to tne• problems as follows (see appendix, (92), (93), 
(96)). The maximum (dimensional) supercooling reached 
during cooling is 
7 ' (22) 
where the nondimensional parameter p is found from the 
transcendental equation 
p = In [ •-c•--•.p?- . (23) 
The crystal growth rate at this supercooling is 
the number of crystals per unit volume is 
N = 24 c(pi)j•' pa 
HAG• 
(24) 
(25) 
the final radius is 
(s•oo) •/• (a•) too = \4•rN ' 
The thermal capacity c? ) is 
4 ¸ : c(/), 
for adiabatic cooling and constant heat loss rate, and 
4 = c?), (28) 
for constant temperature drop rate. 
The cooling rate •' is 
2 - - 
-- dz V½on,, , (29) 
for adiabatic cooling, 
? = Q-2- ø (30) 
c?)' 
for constant heat loss rate, and 
•=½o (a•) 
for constant temperature drop rate. 
COM?ARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS AND ESTIMATES FOR A 
MAGMA OCEAN 
The parameter found in the experiments is the averaged 
crystal radius on crystallization. The above equations show 
that when p >> 1 (very slow cooling), the crystal radius 
is given to logarithmic accuracy by 
Grn(q3ooAHA) •/3 too • (-•- c? ) , (32) 
where ( ,,, 10 -2 - 10 -1 is Mmost constant. Thus, only 
two parameters are important: the "external" parameter 
•' characterizing the rate of supercooling and the "internal" 
parameter G(T') characterizing the crystal growth rate. 
There are three mechanisms responsible for the crys- 
tal growth via interface kinetics [Kirkpatrick, 1975, 1981; 
Dowry, 1980; Randolph and Larson, 1988]: the continuous 
growth mechanism where the molecules can be attached to 
the crystal surface just on reaching it, the screw dislocation 
mechanism where the molecules are attached to the screw 
dislocations, and the surface nucleation mechanism which 
is a two-dimensional analog to the bulk nucleation. We 
suppose that for the silicate systems considered, the sur- 
face nucleation is the main mechanism of crystal growth 
[e.g, Dowty, 1980]. •Ve only note that with other mecha- 
nisms, qualitatively similar results are obtained. At small 
supercooling the function of crystal growth is approximately 
written as 
and thus 
G,•=bexp(-;xBr,:) =bexp(- B •/2 A- -75- p ), (34) 
where b and B are constants. 
The kinetic parameters can be found from the experi- 
mental data for the peak crystal growth rate Gr,• , the su- 
percooling ATa at which this peak takes place, the peak 
nucleation rate Jr•, and the supercooling ATe. 
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The existence of the crystal growth and nucleation peaks 
is due to the decreasing diffusion rate in the liquid when 
the supercooling increases and, correspondingly, the abso- 
lute temperature drops. The diffusion term is present in 
both coefficients a and b as 
(- (-9 RT 
where AHdi• is the activation enthalpy for the diffusion and 
C -- AHdi•/R is a constant. This constant can be esti- 
mated from the viscosity measurements supposing that the 
viscosity is inversely proportional to the diffusion (Einstein's 
formula): C • 3 x 104 K [e.g. Shaw, 1969]. The experimen- 
tal data on nucleation and crystal growth in silicate systems 
suggest similar values [Dowry, 1980]. 
Elementary calculation of the maximums of the functions 
of nucleation and crystal growth rate gives the following 
approximate relations: 
b • Gpeak exp T • 
(3•) 
AC2 • •/3 a -• Jreak exp 4T 4 ] 
(/XT•C) Jpeak exp k, 21/3T2 • O(1)Jpeak, (37) 
B 2 •/2 AT•C•/2 
-- (3s) All 2 AT•j/2T 
where O(1) ~ 1 and thus the coefficients a and b are of the 
order of the corresponding peak values. The significance of 
this result is that we can use available experimental data 
on both peaks to estimate the parameters b and B/A •/2. 
Substituting, for example, some typical values AT• = 30 
K and ATj: 100 K (see data in Dowry [1980]), we obtain 
B/A •/2 • 0.5. However, it is known that a formal approach 
can significantly underestimate the coefficient a in the nu- 
cleation rate function (probably by 14 and even more orders 
of magnitude [Kirkpatrick, 19811). 
The theoretical expressions for A •/2 and B give some in- 
dependent estimates for B/A 
A•/2 ( 16wa3T ) •/2 = 3kis(pAH)2 100 K, (39) 
B = k•sAH2 ~ 30 K, (40) 
and thus 
B 
,,• 0.3, (41) 
where a • 20 ergs cm -2 is a reduced surface tension for 
nucleation [Dowry, 1980], T • 1000 K is the tempera- 
ture, ks • 1.4 x 10 -•6 ergs K -• is Boltzmann's constant, 
p • 3 gcm -3 is the density, AH • 3 x 109 ergs g-• is the 
enthalpy change on melting, and d, • 3 x 10 -s cm is the 
thickhess of the surface nuclei. For large crystals, B can be 
reduced by a factor of 3, but this is less certain. For a ho- 
mogeneous nucleation, the effective surface tension is closer 
to its normal value. In such a case, the estimate for B/A 112' 
would be a few times larger. 
In the calculations, the parameters b, B/A 1/2 and also 
a were varied. The parameter A was taken as 104 K 2. 
The thermal capacity at constant pressure is about cp • 
107 ergs g-1 K -•. The effective thermal capacity c? ) in the 
problem with constant temperature drop rate can be ~ 1 
order of magnitude larger than the "normal" thermal ca- 
pacity, but the correspondent change in the crystal radius is 
only (c?)/c?)) 1/• • 0.5. 
The theoretical curves together with some experimental 
and numerical data are shown in Figure 3. The fit can be 
done with different sets of the parameters. The estimates 
are very sensitive to the parameter b ~ Gpeak and thus, it 
is the minimum information needed for a rough estimate, if 
the cooling rate is known. As it is seen from Figure 3, pla- 
gioclase crystals are smaller than the diopside crystals by 
approximately one order of magnitude at the same cooling 
rate. This could be due to different factors: b is smaller 
by one order of magnitude, B/A •/2 is about 4 times higher, 
or a is about 15 orders of magnitude larger (although these 
10 0 
1 o I I I 
10 -5 10 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 
dT/dt (K/s) 
Fig. 3. Analytical and expe.rimental dependences of the crys- 
tal radius on the parameter T discussed in the text. The data 
are collected by Dowry [1980] and by Cashman [1992]. Experi- 
mental data are for the constant temperature drop rate: crosses, 
Lo]gren et ai. [1974] (for plagioclase and for diopside in the sys- 
tem Di-Ab-An); diamond, Grove [1978]; solid triangles, Walker 
et ai. [1978]..(T(0) = 1155 ¸ C); X's, Walker et aL [197.8,] 
= ao0 ½); 
cal modeling by Dowry [1980] (for plagioclase and for diopside in 
the system Di-Ab-An): squares, constant temperature drop rate; 
open triangles, constant heat loss rate. The theoretical curves fit 
the data with the help of different sets of b, a, and ( = B/All 2. 
At the same cooling rate, the difference between diopside and pla- 
gioclase drystal sizes can be equally explained by an order of mag- 
nitude differencein b (solidlines, bdr• = 2.4x10 -4 cm s -•, brig = 
1.0 X 10 -• cm s -1 , and, for both minerals, a = 8.3 x 10 9 cm -s s -• 
difference in a dotted and • = 0.5), or by 15 orders of magnltude ( 
20 3 1 lines, adp $ = 7.6 X 10 4 cm -3 s -1, aplg = 1.0 X 10 cm- s- , 
and, for both minerals, • - 0.5, b ---- 7.0 x 10 -• cm s -• ), or by 
a 4 times difference in ( = B/A 1/2 (dashed lines, (dpz •- 0.2, 
•plg = 0.8, and, for both minerals, b = 8.4 x 10 -• cm s -• and 
a = 7.2 x 1012 crn-Ss -1). A possible range of • for the magma 
ocean is shown. 
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estimates depend on the parameter range considered). The 
crystal size is sensitive mostly to the first two factors. The 
simplest explanation is that the viscosity of melt during crys- 
tallization of plagioclase was higher. Thus, the parameter 
b (which is proportional to the diffusion coefficient and in- 
versely proportional to the viscosity) can be smaller for the 
plagioclase. For the silicate systems, the typical vMues of 
the peak crystal growth rate are 10 -5-10 -4 cm s -x [Dowty, 
1980], that is close to the values of b ~ Gpeak predicted by 
the model (Figure 3). The influence of the parameter a 
seems to be less important. However, parameter a is pro- 
portional to the number of sites available for heterogeneous 
nucleation, and thus a significant increase in a is possible in 
the case of plagioclase, because of the presence of diopside 
crystals crystallized earlier. 
To estimate the crystal sizes in the magma ocean, we need 
at least the value of the peak crystal growth of the minerals. 
The data for different silicate systems give a typical range 
10 -5 - 10 -4 cm s -x. The supercooling rates are estimated 
with the help of the adiabatic and liquidus gradients and 
convective velocities [Solomatov and Stevenson, this issue 
(a), (b)] as • • 10 -4 - 10 -a Ks -•. The crystal radius 
range is estimated with the help of Figure 3 as 10 -2 - 1 cm. 
The parameter p is in the range 10-50 and thus the math- 
ematical procedure used is valid (p >> 1). For the magma 
ocean range, p = 20- 30, and the supercooling at which the 
nucleation and initial crystal growth rate occurs is about 
Tk = --• 20 K, (42) 
and the corresponding depth interval is 
Az • T•m • 10- 102 km. (43) d(Tph 
The temperature and the depth interval during which the 
nucleation and the initial crystal growth take place are of 
the order of (102) 
r.~ 1 K, (44) 
p 
Az 
Az, ~ ~ I- 10 km. (45) 
P 
The standard deviation (105) for the crystal size distribu- 
tion is about 
erst ~0.1-0.3. (46) 
O STWALD RIPENING 
The next stage of crystal growth is Ostwald ripening. The 
Ostwald ripening always takes place in an equilibrium (on 
average) system due to the local disequilibrium for the crys- 
tals with radii smaller or larger than the average equilibrium 
radius [Dunning, 1972; Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1981]. Dif- 
ferent kinds of Ostwald ripening act in the magma ocean. 
Ripening can be accomplished with the help of diffusion in 
the liquid or with the help of enhanced diffusion due to the 
relative motion between the crystals and the liquid. A spe- 
cific kind of ripening can be due to convective circulation 
of the crystals between regions with different equilibrium 
crystal fraction. 
The equation for the rate of crystal growth at a constant 
temperature is 
dr = G(Ac) =G(Aco -- •o), (47) dt r 
where Aco is the supersaturation for the zero curvature at 
the given temperature, and Ac is the actual supersaturation 
for the crystal with the radius r. The parameter ao is equal 
to 
(40) ao = 2RT 
where coo is the equilibrium concentration for r = oo, v,• is 
the molar volume, and R is the gas constant. 
We note that supercooling in the multicomponent systems 
has the same physical nature as the supersaturation. In 
both cases, only the driving chemical potential difference is 
important. It is easy to show that for an ideal mixture the 
supercooling T • is connected with the supersaturation Ac as 
follows: 
As Ac (4o) R c 
provided zXc << c, where As is the entropy change on melting 
of the component considered, and c is the concentration of 
the component in the mixture. Because usually As/R ~ 1 
we have 
T' Ac 
--. (50) T c 
The problem of Ostwald ripening was studied for t•vo 
functions of crystal growth rate G(Ac) corresponding to the 
different mechanisms of crystal growth [Greenwood, 1956; 
Wagner, 1961; Lifshitz and Slyozov, 1961]: 
DAc 
a( = ) 
if the diffusion is the rate-controlling process, and D is the 
coefficient of the diffusion; 
= zxc (52) 
if the interface kinetics with continuous growth mechanism 
is the rate-controlling process, and k is the kinetic constant. 
Two other mechanisms mentioned before are the screw dis- 
location mechanism, 
•(ZX•) = •,•, (53) 
where kd is a constant, and the surface nucleation mecha- 
nism, 
= exp , (34) 
where b is the same constant as in (33) and 
As can be seen from the strict mathematicM solutions, 
the asymptotic regime of OstwMd ripening can be approffi- 
mately estimated for all cases with the help of the •sum• 
tion that the averaged crystM radius is appro•mately equM 
to the equilibrium radius' 
-o (56) T • •C0 
and the changing of the averaged radius approffimately 
obeys the equation 
(57) dt 
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This approximation to the asymptotic solution has the same 
mathematical basis as in the work by Ratke and Thieringer 
[1985], who showed how to find asymptotic solutions for dif- 
ferent problems of Ostwald ripening. 
Solving this equation for the above functions of the crys- 
tal growth rate, we find 
Diffusion mechanism 
~ (.oOt) 
Continuous growth mechanism 
• ~ (•o•Z) •/• (•) 
Screw dislocation mechanism 
,- ~ (60) 
Surface nucleation mechanism 
ao (B'bt] r~•71n -- . (61) 
The results for the first two cases were obtained with a more 
accurate mathematical procedure [Greenwood, 1956; Wag- 
ner, 1961; Lifshitz and Slyozov, 1961]. 
The surface nucleation mechanism for the silicate systems 
is unable to provide Ostwald ripening because for typical 
values of a0 ~ 10 -? - 10 -s cm and the residence time es- 
timated by the convective time t ~ 106 s [Solomatov and 
Stevenson, this issue (a), (b)], the crystals can grow to 
- cm. (62) r ~ (10-s 10-•)ln 106 s
This means that after reaching the averaged equilibrium the 
local supersaturation due to the crystal curvatures is too 
small (it is of the order of ao/r(O), corresponding to the 
supercooling 10 -4 - 10 -2 K) to drive the Ostwald ripening. 
If other mechanisms control the crystal growth, then the 
crystals can grow faster. As an example, consider the 
case of the diffusion mechanism of crystal growth. For 
D ~ 10 -5 cm2s -x and ao ~ 10 -7 cm 
~ cm. (63) r 10-2 106 s
The •elafive motion between •he c•y•s and •he ruer due 
•o •he c•ys•M se•fiing increases •he •a•e of coa•sing [Ra•ke 
a•d Thier•ger, 1985]. •o• •he viscosity of •he mel• • • 10 
P and c•y•al-mel• density difference •p/p • 0.1, we find 
that 
r• a0 t •10 -• t •/• cm. (64) 
• 10 • s 
The effect is not so pronounced at the time intervMs consid- 
ered. 
Another effect can be due to convection which increases 
an effective diffusion rate [Akaiwa et al., 1991]. Possibly 
more important is that the crystMs circulate between levels 
having different equilibrium crystM fractions, which works 
• an "enforced OstwMd ripening." 
When the crystals have no possibility to dissolve, as in 
the case of solidification of the upper mantle [Tonks and 
Melosh, 1990; Solomatov and Stevenson, this issue (b)], then 
the residence time is the time of crystMlization (the time 
of disappearing of the melt ph•e) which provides very long 
ripening time scMe. On the other hand, if the convection has 
no barriers, the crystals can very slowly circulate between 
the partially molten layers and completely solid deep layers, 
where the Ostwald ripening is slow because it is controlled by 
the solid state diffusion. Moreover, solid state creep main- 
tains the crystal sizes at a recrystallization-controlled level 
[Karato et al., 1986]. The time scale for such circulation is 
determined by solid state convection and in any case is much 
larger than the estimated time 103 - 10 4 years Solomatov 
and Stevenson, this issue (b)]. The crystal radius reaches 
I- 10 cm that is enough to begin settling and fractional 
crystallization Solomatov and Stevenson, this issue (a)]. 
It is interesting to estimate the crystal growth determined 
by the settling time, before the crystals reach the bottom 
and form a solid layer expelling the remaining melt. We can 
estimate the solution of this mathematical problem substi- 
tuting the residence time t = d/u r ~ d•/r 2 Apg, where up is 
the Stokes' velocity (assuming small Reynolds number) and 
d ~ 10 ? - 10 s cm is the settling distance. We find that 
r~ [aod ( D•x-•-ggp; )2/a] •/6~ lO-• cm. (65) 
This size does not greatly exceed the value required to begin 
settling, which means that growth during settling is small. 
The above simple estimates show that if the Ostwald 
ripening is controlled by some mechanism different from sur- 
face nucleation, then the ripening can be fast and becomes 
essentially connected with convection and sedimentation. 
DISCUSSION 
Discussion o• the Mathematical Solution 
The problem of slow continuous phase transformations is 
solved analytically. The evolution of a crystallizing melt 
subject to adiabatic cooling, constant heat loss rate, or con- 
stant temperature drop rate passes through the following 
regimes: cooling in the metastable region without any nu- 
cleation and crystallization, short time interval of nucleation 
and initial crystallization, a transition to the asymptotic 
regime, and a slow quasi-equilibrium crystallization with- 
out nucleation. The first three time intervals are connected 
with each other as (102) t• :t2 :rs • I: p-•: p-2/a, where 
p is a large parameter of the order of 20-30 found from a 
transcendental equation (92) or (23). This means that the 
nucleation occupies a short period in comparison with the 
metastable cooling period and produces a narrow size distri- 
bution with a characteristic standard deviation proportional 
to p-•/2 (105). The duration of the last, asymptotic, regime 
is determined simply by the time it takes to reach the solidus 
in this quasi-equilibrium regime of cooling. 
The problem is different from other well-studied problems 
such as isothermal crystallization, crystallization in initially 
supercooled, thermally isolated systems, and crystallization 
controlled by thermal diffusion and rapid quenching. The 
nucleation turns out to be less important for the final crystal 
size than in these problems, because both the characteristic 
nucleation rate and the time interval during which most of 
nucleation takes place are controlled by a competition be- 
tween the cooling and crystallization. The most important 
(for the crystal sizes) material parameters are the growth 
rate function and the nucleation exponent. The dependence 
on other material parameters is logarithmically weak in this 
slow cooling limit. In some cases, however, their influence 
Cab bc haportant and, of course, more accurate representa- 
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tion is possible with more experimental data. The results 
can be tested in numerical or laboratory experiments. At 
present, the agreement with some data (Figure 3) is the 
only support for the theory. 
The analytical solution is found for any arbitrary function 
of crystal growth rate. This means, for example, that the 
experimental data can be approximated with any function 
which then can be used in calculations. 
Which Mechanism of Crystal Growth Operates at Small Su- 
percooling? 
The crystal growth rate function is crucially important 
for both the initial crystallization and the subsequent Ost- 
wald ripenlug. For example, if the surface nucleation mech- 
anism would remain dominant even in the Ostwald ripenlug 
regime, the ripening would be certainly a negligible effect 
both in magma oceans and in all more common cases. How- 
ever, it could be not the case. Most of the experiments have 
been done at relatively high supercooling (usually tens and 
hundreds of Kelvins). The nucleation and crystallization 
take place at 10- 30 K (maximum value) and the Ostwald 
ripening at 10 -4 - 10 -2 K. The crystal growth mechanism 
can be different at such small supercooling. The experimen- 
tal data would be very important here. 
Discrepency With the Laboratory Data 
The theoretical curves and the laboratory data have a 
small difference in slope. It is difficult to reduce because of 
a weak dependence on the parameters. If it has any signifi- 
cance at all, we would attribute this to a simplified descrip- 
tion of heterogeneous nucleation. Heterogeneous nucleation 
has a smaller energy barrier for the nucleation (we used a 
smaller surface tension) but also it can influence the initial 
conditions: the crystals can grow on preexisting impurities 
or on crystals of other solid phases [Lofgren, 1983; Hort and 
Spohn, 1991a]. Some low energy sites can be saturated in 
the very beginning of nucleation. The number of these sites 
does not depend on the cooling rate and thus, a weaker de- 
pendence of the crystal radius on the cooling rate could be 
expected. Examples of flattening of the curves are found in 
Walker et al. [1978], and Grove [1990], where, in some cases, 
crystallization started at a subcritical temperature. 
Composition and Pressure Effects 
The kinetics of crystal growth is influenced by composi- 
tion changes, in particular, by the amount of volatiles. Wa- 
ter significantly decreases the peak crystal growth rate (the 
peak nucleation rate as well) and also decreases the peak su- 
percooling [Fenn, 1977; Swanson, 1977; Dowty, 1980]. The 
mechanisms of this influence are not understood. It could 
be due to the influence of water on the surface tension, on 
the interdiffusion coefficients, or on the mechanism of crys- 
tal growth. Ahrens [1992] argues that the amount of water 
in a terrestrial magma ocean could be up to I wt.% and 
thus it could be an important factor which could influence 
the crystal sizes by I or more orders of magnitude. 
The influence of pressure is also a poorly understood fac- 
tor. Recent experiments on nucleation and crystal growth 
at high pressures (up to ~ 5 GPa) [Brazhkin et al., 1989; 
1992a, b,c] show that for some simple, one-component sub- 
stances, the crystal sizes decrease with pressure at the same 
cooling rate (up to I order of magnitude in this pressure in- 
terval). In these experiments, the rates of supercooling are 
extremely high. This corresponds to a rapid cooling limit 
which is opposite to the slow cooling limit studied in this 
work. The effect observed in these experiments is explained 
by the dependence of the surface tension on pressure. A 
similar effect could work in a magma ocean, although the 
kinetics of phase changes for silicates at high pressures could 
be quite different due to the changes in the melt structure 
with pressure (see, e.g., recent study by Williams and Jean- 
loz, 1988). In particular, the surface tension can change sig- 
nificantly (due to structural changes at the molecular level) 
or the mechanism of crystal growth can change. 
We conclude that both the water (or other volatiles) con- 
tent and pressure are important factors which can influence 
the crystal sizes in magma oceans by 1-2 orders of magni- 
tude in either direction. These problems again are not well 
studied and require further investigation. 
Influence of Kinetics on Convection 
We assumed that convection is not influenced by kinetics. 
Also we ignored the fact that turbulent convection has a 
wide spectrum of eddies and considered only the main flow 
(the largest scale). A self-consistent problem of convection 
with kinetics of phase changes is not a simple one. An ideal 
problem considered in this paper gives a basis for the study 
of more complicated problems of fluid dynamics of magma 
oceans. 
CONCLUSION 
1. The crystal sizes in a convective magma ocean are 
probably about 10 -2-1 cm after the nucleation of new solid 
phases and reaching an equilibrium concentration. This 
is close to the upper bound dividing fractional and non- 
fractional crystallization. 
2. At least two factors can change the estimates by 1-2 
orders of magnitude: water content and pressure. Both of 
them are poorly studied and, clearly, additional theoretical 
and experimental study are needed. 
3. The rate of the Ostwald ripenlug depends on the 
mechanism of crystal growth at extremely low supercool- 
ing (10 -4 - 10 -2 K). In the case of the surface nucleation 
mechanism, Ostwald ripening does not work on any reason- 
able time scale. If it is controlled by another mechanism (for 
example, chemical diffusion), then the crystals can grow to 
the critical size for suspension in the final stages of evolu- 
tion of the magma ocean, when the time for the Ostwald 
ripenlug is large. 
APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
The equations (8) - (16) with an arbitrary function of 
crystal growth can be rewritten in a nondimensional form. 
The scales are convenient to choose at the moment when 
the supercooling has its maximum. This maximum will be 
found after the solution of the problem. The nondimensional 
supercooling s, radius x, and time r are 
T' r t 
x=--, r=- (66) s = T•' r0 to' 
where T• is the maximum supercooling, 
ro- '•m , to- G rn' 
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= = (68) 
The nondimensional crystal growth rate g and nucleation 
rate j are 
G J 
g = G,•' j = J,• = exp[pA(s)], (69) 
where 
A 
P = T•' (70) 
A(s) = 1 -- s -2. (71) 
At the maximum (subscript m) 
Sin=l, Am=O, gin=l, jm=l. (72) 
The nondimensionM function of size distribution is 
u(x, r) = f(r, t)r•. (73) 
Two nondimensionM constants are 
4•H 
tO= (1)T•, (74) 
and 
The equations are now written as 
ds(r) = -K g(s(r))z2y(z, r)dz + q, (76) dr 
Oy(x, v) Oy(x, v) Ov q- g(s(v)) •-• -- 0, (77) 
At the maximum point 
d•(•(•)) I = d•(•)I•= = 0 (OS) dr •=Tm dr Tm 
Applying the steepest descents method several times, we 
find that the integrals can be related to each other and a 
simple algebraic system of equations is obtained: 
t(I•(vm) = q, (86) 
A• ') : -4KIa(vm), (87) 
1 
where 
I•(rm) = 2•/apa/aA•z) /a ' (89) 
T--.-- T m 
dr a 
From these equations we find 
28 q4p3 
(90) 
=1. (91) 
Dimensional equations have a transcendental form 
[ w3 A ZaAa la Gam ] (92) 
• , G• = a(T•) (93) 
g(s(r))y(x, r)lx:0 = exp[pA(s(r))], A(s) = 1 -- s -a, (78) 
s(r)lT=0 = 0, y(x, r)lT=0 = 0. (79) 
Recently a mathematical procedure using the steepest de- 
scents method of integration was developed for the problem 
of crystallization in an isolated, initially supercooled system 
[Buyevich and Mansurov, 1990]. A modification of this pro- 
cedure will be used to solve the problem considered. The 
above equations are reduced to an integro-differentia.1 equa- 
tion: 
ds(r): -Kg(s(r)) X a(v r) exp '[p%(s(v))]dv q- q, (80) dr ' 
where 
X = g(s(v'))dv' (81) 
The parameter p is supposed to be large, and the steepest 
descents method in a general form is supposed to be applied 
to the following integrals [Bleistein and Handelsmart, 1975]: 
I1(r) = X2(v, r)expLpA(s(v))]dv, (82) 
Ia(r) = X(v, r) exp•pA(s(v))]dv, (83) 
Ia(r) = exp[p%(s(v))]dv. (84) 
where 
tm= -•- (94) T 
(os) 
The number of crystals after nucleation is 
•0 oo 2 4 (1) •p3 cr . (96) 
The function s(r) can also be found. When r < r,•, 
s = qr, r < rm. (97) 
When r > rm, the calculation of the integral I• (r) in (76) 
and subsequent integration of (76) results in the following 
simple integro-differential equation for s(r): 
s(r) = l q-q(r- r•)- 3p•/4 g(s(r'))dr' , (98) 
T > q'rn. 
The asymptotic solution to this equation when r 
s -• 0 is obtained in the form 
g(s) = 3a/aw•/6K•/4ra/a. (99) 
There is a transition regime which is also easily described 
analytically. During this transition to the asymptotic regime 
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the crystals rapidly grow without nucleation and this tran- 
sition takes the time 
Ttr • Trap --213. (100) 
The time interval r. near the maximum of s(r) when the 
nucleation mostly takes place is considered in the solution 
as essentially small in comparison with r.•. It is estimated 
from the equation N • J.•t0 r.- 
r, • rmp -a. (101) 
Thus the ratios between the time r,,• for linear increasing 
supercooling without crystals, the time r,• for nucleation and 
initial crystal growth, and the time rtr for the transition to 
the asymptotic regime are 
1 1 
ß 
r• ' r• ' rtr • I ß p2/3 (102) P 
and if p >> 1, the last two time intervals are small in com- 
parison with r,,•. 
When the solid phase considered is almost crystallized 
and the crystal fraction of this solid phase is of the order of 
its maximum value qS•, the standard deviation of the crystal 
size distribution is estimated as follows. The variance Ax 
of the crystal size distribution is of the order of crystal sizes 
just after the nucleation- 
Ax •. g.•r. = r.. (103) 
Because the crystal growth rate does not depend on the 
crystal size, this narrowness persists in the subsequent evo- 
lution. The nondimensional crystal sizes near the complete 
solidification of the phase are about 
( 3 q• øo Jm t o )• / 3 (3•boo) 4• N •r• (104) 
Thus the fractional standard deviation abe is of the order of 
Ax Ic?)Aa/21•/• 1 (105) 
where we used the estimate (101) and the value r,• from 
the solution found. 
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